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These small chunks are just big enough to give you a flavor of the actual book.  As I 

pulled them out, I had a terrible time trying to figureout which pieces to take out of 

context.  The whole notion of the book was to write it as though I was sitting beside you 

on the couch and taking you through the process slowly and gently as we sipped a cup of 

tea.  And, if I was sitting there, you could ask questions about what different words 

meant.  But since I’m here and you’re over there somewhere, the book needs to get across 

every little detail. 

 

So, as you read the bits and pieces, don’t think of them as comprehensive lessons but as a 

sampler plate. 

 

Davey 

*** 

UNIT 1: KNIT OR GARTER STITCH 
 
The world of knitting is one of those crazy situations where the same 
word can mean several things.  I’ll do my best to make those different 
meanings clear right from the beginning.  And, here’s your first 
example. 
 
The term “knit” applies to the fiber art form. The word KNIT also 
refers to a certain way of pulling the yarn through the loop.  When row 
after row of this method is used, it is called the GARTER STITCH.  In 
this unit you are going to become an expert in the basic ways to use 
the Garter Stitch to make many different things.  In fact, if you only 
learned the techniques in Unit 1 and learned how to fix mistakes in 
Unit 3, you could knit for the rest of your life, never doing the other 
form of stitch that you’ve heard of, the PURL STITCH.  The Purl 
Stitch will be introduced in Unit 2. 

 

 

***



Chapter Two:  Knitting Garter Stitch: First Lesson & 
Shopping List 

Goal:  To learn to cast on, knit and bind off using bulky yarn and 
larger size needles. 

First Project:  Thick potholder 

Project Overview 
 
Your first project is a potholder that will measure about 8 by 8 inches 
square. We’ll start with casting on 25 stitches and then knit about 40 
rows.  We’ll use a bulky yarn on larger than average needles to get a 
nice thick fabric and to get through the project quickly. 
 

 

Getting Started with the Same Language 

 
First, we need to get some words to mean the same thing in your 
mind as in mine.  Hold your hand up in front of you with your palm 
toward your face.  The palm is the front of your hand and the back, 
well, is the back.  That’s the way knitters talk about the front and the 
back of the fabric you are knitting.  The part that you see in front of 
you (your palm) is the front of the knitting.  The side that your friend 
across the room sees is the back (back of your hand). 
 
Right and wrong sides of the fabric are different terms than front and 
back. The right side is the public side of a garment while the wrong 
side is the inside.  We’ll talk more about that later in Unit 2. 
 
Top and bottom of a loop or stitch refers to how you look at the loop 
when the needle is pointing straight at the ceiling like a rocket ship.  
You won’t be holding your needles in that position, but that’s the way 
to remember what’s up and what’s down.   
 
Another way of describing needle movement is “left” and “right”.  For 
example, “Insert your needle into the left side of the stitch.” If you see 
that, point your left needle tip to the right or 3:00 and the instruction 
will become clear. 



 
The terms clockwise and counterclockwise can also get a bit 
confusing.  First, always imagine that the needle tip or your finger is 
the center of the clock when the needle or finger is pointed at the 
ceiling.  Clockwise goes around the finger or needle from 1 to 12 
o’clock while counterclockwise goes from 12 down to 1.   
 
Now, let’s start 

 

 *** 

Put your hands back up in front of you so you can see your palms.  
Make a loose fist with your last three fingers but leave your pointer 
and thumb in sort of a “u” shape.  Now, bring your pointer and thumb 
together so the pad of your thumb covers up the pad of your pointer 
finger.  You should see your pointer finger pointing toward your other 
hand and your thumb pointing to the ceiling.   
 
That’s the basic way you’re going to hold your needle with a loose 3-
fingered fist and sandwiched between your thumb and forefinger with 
the needle resting right across the pad of your pointer finger or in the 
crease right next to it. That thumb/finger position is going to be called 
your PINCH. The last three fingers will be your FIST. 
 

Let’s put the needle in your left hand first.  Remember, a loose fist 
with the last three fingers and a gentle pinch between your thumb and 
forefinger.  Just a little of the barrel should show between your thumb 
and the tip.  How much is just a little?  Maybe a quarter of an inch, 
about the thickness of a Lifesaver candy.  
 
Believe this or not, the real stability of the needle is coming from the 
loose fist, not the thumb and forefinger.  Try it.  Open up your pinch 
and just let the needle sit there pointing off across the room.  Change 
it to point at the ceiling, then the TV.  Use just your wrist and those 
last three fingers to control the direction. Practice that opening and 
closing until you really trust that the needle is going to stay there.   
 

Now for the knitting steps in the English or Throwing method. There 
are four of them. (Yes, I realize you don’t have any yarn there yet. I 
don’t want any there.) 
 



1. The right needle point slides up along the left needle through 
your left pinch and goes in back or behind the left needle and 
then comes out the other side. It looks like the first two poles 
being put up for a teepee.  Remember, the back is what your 
friend across the room sees.  It’s sort of natural to have your left 
needle point somewhere between 1:00 and 2:00 and your right 
needle somewhere between 10:00 and 11:00 and for the 
needles to move around in those ranges.   
2. Let your left hand pinch get hold of both needles right where 
they cross and let go of your right needle with your right hand. 
Go ahead and scratch your nose or take a drink of water.  That 
left hand pinch is going to hold just fine.  Eventually, during this 
step you’re going to use your right hand to wrap the yarn 
around the tip of the right needle but we’ll practice that in a little 
while.  
3. Your right hand takes charge of the needle again and 
scrapes the needle tip back along the tip and barrel of the left 
needle until it comes out from between your pinch.  That 
scraping motion is going to trap the yarn and bring it through 
the loop on your left needle.  Remember I said that knitting is 
just about pulling one loop through another in the same piece of 
string?  That is what you just pretended to do.  
4. Push the imaginary loop off your left needle with your 
forefinger or thumb.  Remember, you trust that your loose fist is 
holding the needle and the rest of the yarn loops, so go ahead 
and open up that pinch and move the imaginary yarn loop. 

 

 

Skeins or balls of yarn obviously have two ends of yarn.  One is the 
end that is around the outside of the ball where they finished making 
it.  The other is the first end that started the winding process.  You 
can use either end.  If you start with the interior end, you need to 
make sure that it comes out through the end hole of the skein without 
getting inside one of the loops of yarn in there.  If you don’t, you can 
wind up with an amazing tangled mess.  If you use this strand, 
though, the skein will just gradually flatten out and will sit still in your 
lap or on the floor.  If you decide to use the outer strand, you probably 
won’t wind up with any tangles, but your skein will wind up flipping 
and flopping around as you unwind the yarn.   



 

Your task:  To cast on 25 stitches with a stitch marker every 5 
stitches. 
 
Okay.  Here are some more words we need to get clear.  The yarn 
“tail” is that end you just pulled out of the skein. Your “working yarn” is 
the yarn coming from your skein or ball.  Right now they are the same 
thing because you haven’t made any knots or stitches.  Later, though, 
the difference will become clear. 
 
Now, for the confusing word – STITCH. Knitters use that word to 
mean completing one knit or purl.  They also refer to the loop that is 
on your needle as a stitch.  And, finally, they talk about a set of 
combined knits and purls on a few or several rows as a stitch.  At 
first, I’m going to use the word LOOP to make it clear that it is the 
piece of yarn that wraps around the needle on the barrel.  Eventually, 
I’ll start referring to that same loop with the word stitch.  
 
Step 1:  
The first thing you need to do is make a slip knot. Take the end of the 
yarn and slip it under your watchband or a rubber band on your left 
wrist.  That will keep that end under control while you work with the 
yarn for right now.  Eventually you can just let that tail hang loose, but 
tuck it away for your first few times. 
 
To make your slipknot:  

a. Bring the working yarn up across your palm and between your 
left thumb and forefinger, your pinch. 

b. Wrap it clockwise around your forefinger at about the first joint 
up by your nail.  Clockwise means that it starts in your pinch, 
goes behind your forefinger, comes around by your long finger, 
then back to the front. 

c. Stop wrapping when the working yarn goes behind your finger 
the second time.   

d. Drape the working yarn down the back of your forefinger until it 
is below the first complete wrap.   

e. Gently lift the wrap up off your finger with your right thumb and 
forefinger.  Keep that loop open.  Use your long finger to snag 
the working yarn and tuck the working yarn UP through the loop 
to form a second loop.   



f. Grab that second loop with your right hand and tug on the yarn 
tail with your left.  That will snug the first loop around the 
second.   

 
Voilà!  You have your first loop 
 
 *** 
Alright, here we go. Slide your slip knot loop onto your left needle and 
gently tug on the working yarn until it is almost snug around your 
needle. Remember, you’re going to be putting your right needle 
through that loop so you don’t want it absolutely snug or you’ll have to 
loosen it up.  Also, remember that your working area of the needles is 
the first inch or so.  That means that the loop should be right in your 
pinch.  The knot and the working yarn should be hanging below your 
left needle.  Keep that yarn tail tucked in your watch band for now. 
 
Step 3 (Identical to step 1 of knitting) 
 
Now, as you get ready to insert your right needle into the left loop, go 
ahead and point your left needle at about 1:30 and your right needle 
to about 11:30.   
 
Slide your right needle point right up along the barrel of the left 
needle and through that loop. The knot should be below both needles 
and the working yarn still hanging down. Now, gently pinch down with 
your left pinch and take charge of your left and right needles and the 
loop around both of them with your left hand.   
 
Step 4 (Step 2 of knitting) 
 
Let go of your right needle and grab the working yarn that is hanging 
down below the first loop Wrap it counterclockwise (behind the right 
needle, out to the left side, up in front of the right needle) and tuck it 
into the Y formed by the two needles and let it hang back down on 
the right side of the needles.   
 
Step 5 (Step 3 of knitting) 
 
Take charge of your right needle again and gently tip the point up 
until it touches the tip of the left needle, which should catch the yarn 



you just wrapped around the right needle between the two needles. 
Then slide it back down the left needle, through the bottom of the 
loop and out to the front of the fabric. If you tipped the needle right, 
you should now have a loop around your right needle.  As the right 
needle tip comes out of the left loop, you may want to put your right 
thumb down on the yarn loop you just created to keep it in place. 
 
If your right needle comes back through without a loop around it, try 
again.  Make sure that right needle tip is right against the left needle 
tip above the Y where the working yarn was wrapped around. 
 
If you did catch the yarn and make the first loop on the right needle, 
then proceed to the next step. 
 
 
 
 
Step 6 (Different than step 4 of knitting) 
 
When you came back through the first loop, your right needle was 
pointed at about 10:00.  Bring your tip around to 12 noon and capture 
your second loop you just made in your right pinch.   
 
Next, bring your left needle point to the bottom or under side of the 
right loop and put it up through that loop. Use your left needle to 
gently slide that second loop off the right needle.  You may want to 
use your right pinch to help with this slipping process the first few 
times. 
 
Hurray, two loops on your left needle! 
 

Do that same thing using the loop closest to your left needle tip until 
you have five loops on your left needle and your sixth on your right.  
Now you’re going to put on your first stitch marker.   

A. Take charge of your right needle and its working area with your 
left pinch, keeping your needle tips pointed a little toward the 
ceiling so the loops won’t slip off the ends quite so easily.  Here 
you may find that your fist’s long finger may help make 
everything more stable if it helps a bit.  Yes, as I said before, 



your left needle will be just fine if you only hold it loosely with 
your ring and little finger.   

B. Slide a stitch marker on your left needle with your right hand.   
C. Now finish putting loops six on your left needle.   
 

Put your second marker between stitches 10 and 11, then your third 
one between stitches 15 and 16, then 20 and 21.  Then finish up 
casting on 25 stitches. 

Recap:  Casting On 

Create slipknot by: 
A. Secure cast-on tail in wrist band or watch 
B. Run working yarn up between thumb and forefinger 
C. Wrap yarn clockwise around forefinger until the yarn goes 

behind the finger the second time 
D. Draw the wrap and the working yarn gently off the forefinger 

and bring a loop of working yarn up through the first loop 
E. Pull the cast on tail until the first loop draws tight around the 

second 
F. Slide the left needle into the loop and pull slack from it with the 

working yarn, leaving some room for the right needle. 
 
 
 
Cast on more stitches by: 

A. Inserting right needle through top loop on left needle 
B. Wrap working yarn counterclockwise around right needle 
C. Tilt right needle tip toward left needle and draw the working 

yarn back through the loop 
D. Insert left needle into loop on right needle and work the loop off 

the right needle 
 
Install stitch markers by: 

A. Creating the loop to go on the left needle after the marker 
B. Sliding the marker on the left needle 
C. Moving the next loop from the right needle. 

Knitting Your First Row 

Your Task: Knit 25 stitches, making sure there are five stitches 
between each marker 



 
Principle:  Install stitch markers at uniform small intervals and always 
count what’s between those markers. 
 
Wisdom:  A couple of things happen to us knitters that accidentally 
vary the stitch count.  First, we drop a stitch.  (Solutions in Unit 3.)  
Suddenly finding that you have four stitches instead of five, then 
seeing that loop sticking out back a couple of rows can create 
significant angst.  Second, it’s not difficult to let the tip of the right 
needle slide through the yarn of the left loop, splitting the yarn and 
creating what looks like two thinner loops.  The sooner you discover 
the problem, the easier the solution is.   

Knitting Step by Step 

 
Preliminary:  Count your stitches; make sure the knots for each of the 
loops are below the left needle; tug a couple of feet of yarn loose 
from your skein and let it hang loosely. Your skein can be lying 
anywhere, but I like it on the floor beside my chair on the right side 
when I’m doing just knitting.  (More about that in chapter 5.) 
 
As you knit, you’re going to be moving the fabric from your left needle 
to your right.  Yes, that means when you empty your left needle that 
you move the right one into your left hand and start over again.   
 
Up till now, the pinch of your right hand hasn’t been all that important 
because you’ve been moving the loop on the right needle over to the 
left.  Now there is the possibility that a loop will slide off the end of 
your right needle so now the pinch on both hands becomes 
important. That pinch is responsible for keeping those slippery little 
loops in their proper spot. It doesn’t take much pressure, but pay 
attention. 
 

Step 1:  Slide your right needle tip into the first loop closest to 
the left needle tip.  This is Stitch 1 for future reference. 
Step 2: Take charge of your right needle with your left and wrap 
the yarn counterclockwise as you did with casting on. 
Step 3: Take charge of your right needle again, tilt up the tip 
and bring through the yarn. 



Step 4: Work loop #1 off the end of your left needle with either 
your forefinger or thumb and bring loop 2 into the pinch of your 
left hand.   

 
Another term:  GAUGE is how loose or tight the fabric is.  You control 
how tight the fabric is by how big the new loops are as you make 
them on your right needle.  For now, let’s just give this guidance:  
Make your new loops just big enough to get two needles into that 
loop.  You can adjust sloppiness by tugging just a little on the working 
yarn after you make the new loop. 
 
Okay, repeat steps 1-4 five times until you get to the marker.  Count 
those first five, and then move your marker over. Do another 5, count, 
and then move the marker again. Keep going until you have all 
twenty-five stitches moved.   
 
Hurray!  You just knit your first row.  Congratulations.   
 


